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ABSTRACT This paper investigates the secrecy performance of a power splitting-based simultaneous
wireless information and power transfer cooperative relay network in the presence of an eavesdropper. The
relay is considered to operate in full-duplex (FD) mode to perform both energy harvesting and information
decoding simultaneously. To accomplish that, the relay is assumed to employ two rechargeable batteries,
which switch between power supplying mode and charging mode at each transmission block. We also
assume that the self-interference inherent of the FD mode is not completely suppressed. Therefore, it is
assumed that, after some stages of passive and active self-interference cancellation, there is still a residual
self-interference (RSI). A portion of this RSI (remaining after passive cancellation) is recycled for energy
harvesting. In order to improve the system secrecy performance, it is considered that the relay can split its
transmit power to send the information signal and to emit a jamming signal to degrade the eavesdropper’s
channel. The secrecy performance is evaluated in terms of the secrecy outage probability and the optimal
secrecy throughput. Tight-approximate and asymptotic expressions are obtained for the secrecy outage
probability, and the particle swarm optimization method is employed for addressing the secrecy throughput
optimization problem. From numerical results, we show that the secrecy performance can be increased
depending on the self-energy recycling channel condition. Finally, our derived expressions are validated
via Monte Carlo simulations.

INDEX TERMS Cooperative jamming, full-duplex, physical layer security, relaying, simultaneous wireless
information and power transfer.

I. INTRODUCTION
As the large-scale deployment of the fifth-generation (5G)
wireless networks go forward, explosive growth in the num-
ber of connected devices across multiple global sectors is
expected. Indeed, smart Internet of Things (IoT) devices
equipped with sensors and actuators will be spread in critical
infrastructure with the task of monitoring themost crucial and
vulnerable parameters. Therefore, providing 5G and beyond
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networks with security and privacy is a significant concern
and a challenging task, especially when considered the con-
strained resources in different use cases of machine-type
communications (MTCs) [1].

In this sense, traditional cryptography-based techniques,
carried out at upper layers, might not be capable of com-
pelling with several MTC use cases’ requirements. A new
approach, referred to as physical layer security (PLS), has
emerged as a promising candidate to enhance wireless net-
works’ security [2], [3]. PLS techniques can potentially offer
secure transmissions by efficiently exploiting the wireless
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medium’s properties, i.e., fading and interference, to provide
a further level of protection over existing information security
schemes. Pioneering works such as [4] and [5] proved that
secure communications are possible without secret keys if the
eavesdropping channel is degraded with respect to the legit-
imate channel. Particularly in [5], the secrecy capacity for
the Gaussian wiretap channel was defined as the difference
between legitimate and eavesdropping channel capacities.

On the other hand, the gains offered by cooperative relay-
ing techniques have proved effective in providing secure
and reliable communications [6]–[10]. For instance, in [6],
a best-relay selection strategy was introduced considering
the amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF)
protocols. Only the single best relay that achieves the max-
imal secrecy capacity was chosen to forward the source’s
signal in each case. It was shown that for both protocols,
optimal relay selection performs the same diversity order as
the multiple relays combining approach. The work in [7]
evaluates a network with DF relays in the presence of a
passive eavesdropper capable of intercept information from
both the source and the relays. To enhance the system secrecy,
the authors proposed a max-ratio relay selection where every
relay is equipped with a data buffer, and the best link is
considered to be the one with the highest gain ratio between
the available source-to-relay and relay-to-destination links.
The authors in [8] proposed the cooperative jamming (CJ)
technique whereby an external node emits an artificial noise
to confuse multiple eavesdroppers in the system. By analyz-
ing the secrecy outage probability (SOP), it was shown that
a CJ approach could enhance energy efficiency and the sys-
tem’s security performance. In [9], the authors proposed a
relay selection scheme whereby, according to both instanta-
neous and average secrecy capacity, two relays are selected,
one to retransmit the information to the legitimate user and
other to act as a jammer node, generating intentional inter-
ference to the relaying transmission in order to confuse the
eavesdropper. By assessing the SOP, it was noted that CJ tech-
niques are efficient solutions to provide security in scenarios
with strong eavesdropper links. In [10] the secrecy perfor-
mance of an AF relaying network with an untrusted relay
node, considering the partial secrecy regime, was examined to
guarantee a positive secrecy rate by using a destination-based
jamming strategy.

All the previous works considered half-duplex (HD) relay-
ing schemes, which are intrinsically inefficient in terms of
spectrum resource usage. Since the communication occurs
in orthogonal time slots, HD relaying requires at least
twice the channel resources needed by direct transmission
between source and destination. For this reason, full-duplex
(FD) communications have gained increasing attention since
FD nodes can support simultaneous transmission and recep-
tion of signals by using the same time and frequency
resources. However, this spectral-efficiency gain comes at
the cost of the self-interference (SI) caused by the transmit
antenna on the receive antenna at the same node, which
can severely impair the communication performance [11].

Several research groups have addressed this issue by propos-
ing SI cancellation techniques and new transceiver designs,
which have been shown to mitigate the SI significantly [12].
Nevertheless, SI cannot be completely eliminated because of
RF impairments [13], so that the performance of FD networks
is still limited by residual SI (RSI) [14]. For instance, in [15],
the authors explore a communication network where a source
intends to communicate to a FD destination in the presence
of an eavesdropper. Therein, based on the performance anal-
ysis for the power allocation at the receiver, it was shown
that the destination usually does not use all of its available
power due to the residual self-interference. Furthermore, dif-
ferent works have analyzed the secrecy performance of FD
relaying networks [16]–[19]. For instance, in [16], the SOP
of a multiple FD-DF relay network with imperfect channel
state information (CSI) was analyzed. Therein, relay selection
was used, showing to be superior to the HD-based scheme.
Moreover, it was also shown that when the average signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the eavesdropper increases, the RSI
effect on the SOP can be considered negligible. In [17],
a survey of PLS schemes for FD cooperative systems was
provided. Furthermore, a source-based jamming technique
was proposed where the source transmits a composite signal
consisting of the confidential and jamming signals to improve
the secrecy in a scenario with untrusted relays. The authors
in [18] proposed an FD jamming relay scheme, which was
analyzed in terms of SOP, where the relay simultaneously
receives data from the source and sends jamming signals to
the eavesdroppers, and then, in a different transmission block,
the relay switches to HD mode to retransmit the information
to the destination. In [19], the secrecy rates, and optimal
power allocation were investigated for a two-hop FD-DF
relaying scheme considering static and ergodic fading chan-
nels. Moreover, in [20], an FD destination, was considered to
enable destination-based jamming in a cooperative network
with multiple AF untrusted relays.

On the other hand, due to the low-cost and energy-
constrained devices used in many massiveMTC applications,
it is of paramount importance to provide these networks with
energy sustainability. In this context, wireless energy trans-
fer (WET) emerges as a promising solution for overcoming
the energy limitations of some MTC use cases [21]–[24].
The exchange of energy via wireless links can be classified
as near-field WET and far-field WET, where the former
employs inductive or capacitive coupling to accomplish the
power transfer while the latter considers directive anten-
nas to guarantee a transfer of power up to miliwatts [25].
Particularly, in far-field WET scenarios, the simultaneous
wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) techniques
can provide remarkable gains not only in terms of energy
consumption but also in terms of spectral efficiency, inter-
ference control, and transmission delay [22]. In [23], two
different approaches for SWIPT were proposed, namely
time-switching (TS) and power-splitting (PS). In TS-based
SWIPT, the receiver harvests energy from a signal sent by
the source and receives the source’s transmitted information
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signal in a time-division manner. In PS-based SWIPT, the
receiver handles the source’s transmitted signal by splitting it
into two components: one for energy harvesting (EH) and one
for information decoding (ID). In [24], the outage probability
of a FD cooperative network with an energy-constrained
relay was evaluated. Furthermore, a PS-based SWIPT tech-
nique where the relay exploits the SI for EH is considered.
The authors compare the performance attained for the FD
relay with a HD device in order to verify the impact of the
self-energy recycling in FD mode. In this context, several
works have tackled SWIPT-based networks under secrecy
constraints [26]–[34]. For instance, in [26], the secrecy per-
formance of a mixed single-input multiple-output (SIMO)
RF and free-space optical (FSO) communication system over
generalized fading channels was studied by considering a
fixed-gain relaying scheme, with an EH receiver as a pos-
sible eavesdropper. In [27], the authors investigated the PLS
performance for cognitive radio systems with SWIPT. In such
work, it was proposed a destination-assisted scheme in which
the primary destination transmits a jamming signal to confuse
the eavesdropper while it is also used to power the secondary
user. The SOP and secrecy throughput were evaluated in [28]
by considering a TS-based system, where a source intends to
communicate with a wireless-powered FD destination node
in the presence of a passive eavesdropper. PLS techniques
for EH-based multiple-antenna HD-AF relay networks were
studied in [29]. Moreover, the authors exploited an artificial
noise signal, traditionally used to improve the secrecy rate,
to assist the powering of an energy-constrained relay. In [31],
the PLS of an AF relaying network where the destination
is capable of decoding information and harvesting energy
was investigated. In [32], the authors evaluate a TS-based
FD relaying network in the presence of an eavesdropper.
An external jammer node is considered to improve the
system’s secrecy performance. Furthermore, a comparison
between the FD and HD operation modes at the jammer is
also provided. It was shown that the FD jammer improves
the secrecy performance when compared to the HD jammer.
However, the degrees of improvement are highly dependent
on parameters of the system. Besides, in [34] was considered
a three-node relaying network setup with an untrusted AF
relay, in which a TS-based SWIPT technique was employed
to supply energy to the relay whereas a destination-based
jamming technique was used to hinder the relay from eaves-
dropping. In [33], a similar network scheme was evaluated
for two-way relay communications.

A. SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
Notwithstanding the significant efforts carried out so far, sev-
eral issues remain unexplored in the context of SWIPT-based
FD relay networks with secrecy constraints. For instance,
in contrast to [24] and [35], we contribute to the study of
SWIPT-based relay networks by investigating a network with
secrecy constraints. In addition, differently from [28], [34]
and [32], we consider a PS-based FD relay node. In the
proposed scheme, the relay is also assumed to leverage the

RSI for self-energy recycling. That is, part of the energy
used for information relaying can be harvested and reused
in addition to the energy harvested from the source’s trans-
mitted signal [36]. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:
• Similar to [35], we evaluate a PS-based FD relaying
network where the relay node deploys two rechargeable
batteries, so that one battery can be used for transmission
while the other charges, which entails in a more pratical
scenario.

• Unlike [37] and [38], where a source-based jamming
technique is used to improve secrecy performance,
we propose a cooperative relay-based jamming tech-
nique to enhance the secrecy performance in which the
FD-DF relay with energy constraints can superpose a
jamming signal to the confidential signal so that only
the intended destination can decode it while the eaves-
dropper’s channel is degraded.

• A tight approximation for the connection outage prob-
ability and the secrecy outage probability are derived
to assess the impact of key system parameters on the
network performance. It is worthwhile to mention that,
in contrast to previous works [14], [35], we consider
the existence of correlation between the random vari-
ables (RVs) of the instantaneous received SINRs for the
first and second hop in both expressions.

• An asymtotic expression for the SOP is also derived,
thus the outage floor at high SNR is characterized.
We also compared the proposed scenario to a baseline
scheme based on HD relaying with energy constraints.

• An asymptotic expression for the average secrecy capac-
ity (ASC) is derived in order to asses the high-SNR slope
and the power offset of the system.

• Finally, a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algo-
rithm is employed in order to determine the optimal
PS and jamming power allocation ratios that maxi-
mize the secrecy throughput subjected to a maximum
SOP constraint.

Notation: Throughout this paper, fX (·) and FX (·) denote the
probability density function (PDF) and cumulative density
function (CDF) of a random variable (RV) X ; E[·] is the
expectation operator; Pr(·) stands for probability; I0(·), 0(·)
and 0(·, ·) stands for the zero-order modified Bessel func-
tion of the first kind [39, Eq. 8.447.1], the gamma function
[39, Eq. 8.324] and upper incomplete gamma function
[39, Eq. 8.350.5], respectively; 1F̃1(·; ·; ·) is the regularized
hypergeometric function [40]; 1F1(·; ·; ·) is the confluent
hypergeometric function [39, Eq. 9.210.1]; K1(·) and Q1(·; ·)
stands for the first-order modified Bessel function of the
second kind [39, Eq. 8.446] and the first order Marcum Q
function [41, Eq. 4.34], respectively;and [x]+ = max(x, 0).

II. SYSTEM MODEL
In Fig. 1, we illustrate a cooperative network consisting
of one source (S) that intends to communicate with a
destination (D) with the help of a DF relay (R) in the
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FIGURE 1. System model.

presence of an eavesdropper (E). The relay is assumed to
be energy-constrained so that it harvests energy from the
radio frequency (RF) signals transmitted by S according to
a PS-SWIPT scheme. All terminals are equipped with a
single antenna, except for R, which is equipped with one
pair of transmitting and receiving antennas to operate in
FD mode. Herein, we focus our analysis on a coverage
extension scenario, where the direct link between S and D
is severely attenuated, thus being negligible. We also assume
that E is in the proximity of D, thus being capable of wiretap-
ping information from R only.1 Additionally, Wiretap codes
are assumed for message transmission. All links are consid-
ered to undergo independent Rayleigh block fading, as well
as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with average
powerN0. Accordingly, hSR, hRD and hRE denote the channels
coefficients for the links S-R, R-D and R-E, respectively,
which are assumed to be independent circularly-symmetric
Gaussian RVs, i.e., hi∼CN (0, �i), with i ∈ {SR,RD,RE},
where �i = E{|h2i |} is the average channel gain of the
corresponding link.

FIGURE 2. Block diagram for the operation of the FD relay node.

A. TRANSMISSION SCHEME
The transmission scheme can be described in two simultane-
ous processes. During the first process, S transmits a signal
sS(t) with power PS to R, which splits the received signal for
EH and ID. Similar to [35], the proposed harvestmodel for the
relay deploys a battery group consisting of two rechargeable

1As in [9] and [32], the described topology is validated by the assumption
of an obstacle blocking the direct link between the source and destination as
well as between the source and eavesdropper, while the relay is positioned
in the surroundings of that obstacle such that the links between the relay and
the other nodes are available.

batteries, as depicted in Fig. 2. It is assumed that each battery
contains enough redundant energy initially. The two batteries
are activated for EH and power supply alternately in time
switching manner, with the duration of each transmission
block being denoted by T , divided equally into two-time
slots. In each time slot, the power of the signal received at
the relay is split for EH and ID according to the proportion
ρ : (1 − ρ), where ρ ∈ (0, 1) is the PS ratio. Furthermore,
by considering the FD mode operation, the channel coeffi-
cients of RSI at the receive antenna after passive interfer-
ence cancellation (self-energy recycling channel), and that
obtained after active (analog and digital) interference cancel-
lation (AIC) are denoted by hERR and hIRR, respectively. Thus,
hERR can be modeled as a Rician fading feedback channel to
account for a possible Line-of-Sight (LoS) component [11],
[12], with shape factor K and scale parameter equal to the
average channel gain,�E

RR. In turn, since h
I
RR is achieved after

AIC, the LoS component is assumed to be strongly attenu-
ated, so that the self-interference channel can be assumed to
undergo Rayleigh fading, that is, hIRR ∼ CN (0, �I

RR) [42].
During the second process, R transmits a superposed signal

containing the information signal of the previous transmis-
sion block sR(t) with power (1 − θ )PR and an artificial
jamming signal sj(t) with power θPR (to hinder E from
eavesdropping the information signal). Hence, the total trans-
mission power at R is PR and θ ∈ (0, 1) is the jamming
power allocation ratio. Assuming that R can correctly decode
the received signal, the corresponding transmit signal can be
written as sR(t) = sS(t−k), where k is the processing delay at
the relay. For simplicity, we assume k = 1, which means that
the relay message is delayed only by one block with respect
to the source message. Under these considerations, the input
signal at the EH receiver can be written as

yEH(t) =
√
ρ(
√
PShSRsS(t)+

√
PRhERRsS(t−1)). (1)

In addition, it is considered that the transmitted signals at
source and relay have mean power normalized to unity, that
is E{|sS(t)|2} = E{|sR(t)|2} = 1. For notation simplicity,
we consider gi , |hi|2 for i ∈ {SR,RR,RD} denote
the channel gains. This way, at the end of a time slot, the
harvested energy at the relay can be expressed as2

EH = ηρ(PSgSR + PRgERR)
T
2
, (2)

where η ∈ (0, 1) is the energy conversion efficiency factor.
Simultaneously, the transmission is powered by a battery that
is not switched to the EH mode in the current transmission
block. Assuming that the harvested energy in (2) is the only
energy available for transmission, PR can be written as

PR =
EH
T/2
= ηρ(PSgSR + PRgERR) =

ηρPSgSR
(1− ηρgERR)

. (3)

2Similar to the works in [24], [35], we assume a linear EH model for
mathematical tractability. It is worthwhile to mention that, as shown in [43],
this assumption is accurate when the average power of the harvested energy
at R is less than the saturation power level. In this case, the linear EH model
is valid since a PS-based SWIPT is considered, so that a smaller amount of
power arrives at the EH receiver.
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In practice, due to the passive IC process, such as antenna iso-
lation, gERR can be assumed less than 1 with high probability
so that the denominator of (3) is positive [35]. Therefore, the
received signal at the ID receiver, after AIC, is given by

yR(t) =
√
(1−ρ)PShSRsS(t)+

√
(1−ρ)PRhIRRsS(t−1)+nR(t),

(4)

where nR(t) is the AWGN component at R. Then, by assum-
ing that D perfectly knows the jamming signal sj(t) 3 and
the CSI of the link R-D [37], the received signals at the
destination and the eavesdropper are given, respectively, by

yD(t)=
√
(1−θ )PRhRDsS(t−1)+nD(t), (5)

yE(t)=
√
(1−θ )PRhREsS(t−1)+

√
θPRhREsj(t)+nE(t),

(6)

where nD(t) and nE(t) are the AWGN components at D and E,
respectively. Hence, by substituting (3) into (4), (5), and (6),
and after some mathematical manipulations, the received
instantaneous signal-to-interference-plus-noise (SINR) at R,
D, and E can be expressed, respectively, as

γR =
(1−ρ)PSgSR

(1−ρ)ηρPSgSRgIRR
1−ηρgERR

+N0

=
γP(1−ρ)gSR

(
1−ηρgERR

)
γPη(1−ρ)ρgIRRgSR−ηρg

E
RR+1

, (7)

γD =
(1−θ)ηρPSgSR
(1−ηρgERR)

gRD
N0
=

(1−θ ) (γPηρgSRgRD)

1−ηρgERR
, (8)

γRE =
(1−θ )ηρPSgSR
(1−ηρgERR)

gRE
θηρPSgSR
1−ηρgERR

gRE+N0

=
(1−θ ) (γPηρgSRgRE)

γPηθρgSRgRE+1−ηρgERR
. (9)

where γP = PS/N0 is the total transmit system SNR. Then,
by considering the DF protocol, the end-to-end SINR at the
legitimate and eavesdropping links are, respectively, given by
γL = min{γR, γD} and γE = min{γR, γRE}.

B. NON-LINEAR ENERGY HARVESTING MODEL
For comparison purposes, the practical non-linear energy
harvesting model proposed in [43] and illustrated in Fig. 3
is also included in our analysis. According to that model, it is
considered that R begins energy harvesting when a sensitivity
power value is attained, i.e., Pmin. Also, R harvests energy
according to a linear model until a saturation power level,
i.e., Pmax , for which PR will be constant in this range. Under
these considerations, the SINRs given in (7), (8) and (9) for

3This can be attained by considering that both R and D apply the
same pseudo-random generator to generate the jamming signal while the
eavesdropper does not. Besides, by further assuming that the CSI of
the links can be obtained from pilot signals before transmission [44], D is
able to gather complete knowledge to remove the jamming signal, sj(t).

FIGURE 3. Comparison linear and non-linear energy harvesting models.

the non-linear energy harvesting model can be rewritten as

γR =


(1− ρ)γPgSR, PR < Pmin

γP(1−ρ)gSR
(
1−ηρgERR

)
γPη(1−ρ)ρgIRRgSR−ηρg

E
RR+1

, Pmin ≤ PR ≤ Pmax
(1−ρ)γPgSR

(1−ρ)ηρPmaxgIRR+1
, PR > Pmax

(10)

γD =


0, PR < Pmin
(1−θ )(γPηρgSRgRD)

1−ηρgERR
, Pmin ≤ PR ≤ Pmax

(1− θ )ρηPmaxgRD, PR > Pmax

(11)

γRE =


0, PR < Pmin

(1−θ)(γPηρgSRgRE)
γPηθρgSRgRE+1−ηρgERR

, Pmin ≤ PR ≤ Pmax
(1−θ )ρηPmaxgRE
θρηPmaxgRE+1

, PR > Pmax

(12)

III. CONNECTION OUTAGE PROBABILITY
In this section, an analytical expression for the connection
outage probability (COP) at the legitimate link is derived. For
this purpose, we define the capacity of the legitimate link as
follows:
Definition 1: The maximal achievable rate at the legitimate

link by considering the FD-DF protocol is given by

CL = log2(1+ γL) = log2(1+min{γR, γD}). (13)

Therefore, for the proposed setup, the system is in outage if
the channel capacity is less than a given target rate,R. Thus,
from (13), the outage probability can be expressed as

COP = Pr(CL < R) = Pr(min{γR, γD} < τ ),

= 1− Pr(γR > τ, γD > τ )︸ ︷︷ ︸
2

. (14)

where τ = 2R − 1.
Remark 1: Notice from (7) and (8) that γR and γD are

correlated RVs, as both of them depend on the channel gains
gSR and gERR. In our study, we consider this fact, which has
been overlooked by previous works [14], [35].

From Section II, we have that the channel gains gi, with
i ∈ (SR,RD,RE), and gIRR follow exponential distributions
with means�i and�I

RR, respectively, whereas g
E
RR follows a
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non-central chi-squared distributionwith PDF andCDF given
by

fgERR
(x) =

(K + 1) exp
(
−K − (K+1)x

�E
RR

)
I0

(
2
√

K (K+1)x
�E
RR

)
�E

RR

,

(15)

FgERR
(x) = 1− Q1

(√
2
K
, x

√
2(K + 1)

�E
RR

)
, (16)

in which |hERR| is assumed to undergo Rician fading.
Proposition 1: The COP at the legitimate link for a dual-

hop FD-DF relaying system with PS-SWIPT and self-energy
recycling is given as in (17), shown at the bottom of the next
page.

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A. �

IV. SECRECY PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Definition 2: The secrecy capacity is defined as the difference
between the channel capacities of the legitimate and wiretap
channels, thus being expressed as [5]:

Cs = [CL − CE]+

= [log2(1+min{γR, γD})− log2(1+min{γR, γRE})]+

=

[
log2

(
1+min{γR, γD}
1+min{γR, γRE}

)]+
. (18)

A. SECRECY OUTAGE PROBABILITY
Definition 3: For the proposed setup, the system is in secrecy
outage if the secrecy capacity Cs is less than a target secrecy
rate, i.e.,Rs. Thus, the SOP can be written from (18) as

SOP=Pr(Cs<Rs)=Pr
(

1+min{γR, γD}
1+min{γR, γRE}

<τs

)
, (19)

where τs = 2Rs . In addition, since Rs ≥ 0, we have that
Pr([x]+ < Rs) = Pr(x < Rs), then the operator [·]+ has
been removed. An approximate expression for the SOP of the
proposed system, which is highly accurate at the medium-to-
high SNR regime, can be obtained as stated in the following
proposition.
Proposition 2: An approximation for the SOP of a dual-

hop FD-DF relaying system with PS-SWIPT, self-energy
recycling, and cooperative jamming is given by

SOP ≈
N∑
n=0

(I1 + I2), (20)

where I1 and I2 are given by (21) and (22), respectively,
shown at the bottom of the next page.

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix B. �
Remark 2: To obtain the approximation in (20) for

the SOP, note that γRE ≈ (1 − θ )/θ , thus indicating that the
SINR at the eavesdropper is independent of the channel gain
at the link R-E.

Importantly, as previously stated in Remark 1, γR and γD
are correlated RVs. In addition, for the SOP of the considered

network setup, γR and γRE are also correlated random vari-
ables. These issues were taken into consideration throughout
our analyses. Furthermore, as shall be seen from the numeri-
cal results, values of 200 for N and 50 for8 suffice to render
a very tight approximation.

B. ASYMPTOTIC SOP
In order to gain a better insight into the secrecy diversity order
attained by the investigated system, its secrecy outage behav-
ior at high SNR is determined in the following proposition.
Proposition 3: An asymptotic expression for the SOP of a

dual-hop FD-DF relaying systemwith PS-SWIPT, self-energy
recycling, and cooperative jamming is given by

SOP∞ =
N∑
n=0

e−KK n

(n!)2

(
(K + 1)n+1e

θ

ηθρ�IRR−ηρτs�
I
RR

×

0(n+ 1)− 0

n+ 1,

K+1
�E
RR
+

θ

(θ−τs)�I
RR

ηρ


×

(
θ�E

RR

�I
RR(θ − τs)

+ K + 1

)
−n−1

)
. (23)

Proof: By considering the high SNR regime
(i.e., as γP→∞) into (21) and (22), we have that 1/γP→ 0.
Then, by neglecting the high-order terms with respect
to 1/γP, and after some simplifications, the asymptotic SOP
can be obtained as in (23). �
Remark 3: Note from (23) that the asymptotic outage

performance of the system is independent of γP. Conse-
quently, the system’s secrecy diversity order is zero, which is
expected because of the deleterious effect of RSI inherent to
FD relaying.

V. AVERAGE SECRECY CAPACITY
Definition 4: The ASC is defined as the average of the
secrecy rate over the instantaneous SNR of the legitimate and
eavesdropper channels. According to [45], the ASC can be
expressed as:

ASC = C̄L − L(γ̄L, γ̄E), (24)

where C̄L is the average capacity of the legitimate link in the
absence of the eavesdropper, given by

C̄L =
1
ln 2

∫
∞

0

1− FγL(γ )
1+ γ

dγ, (25)

and L(γ̄L, γ̄E) is a form of ASC loss given by

L(γ̄L, γ̄E) =
1
ln 2

∫
∞

0

(1− FγE(γ ))(1− FγL(γ ))
1+ γ

dγ. (26)

Thus, an asymptotic expression for the ASC of the proposed
system is derived as in the following proposition.
Proposition 4: An asymptotic expression for the ASC of a

dual-hop FD-DF relaying systemwith PS-SWIPT, self-energy
recycling, and cooperative jamming is given by
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ASC∞ =
1
ln 2

( n∑
γ=1

eγ

1+γ
+

m∑
γ=1

eγ

1+γ
F∞L (γ )−L(γ̄L, ¯γE1)

−

∫ 1−θ
θ

0

(1−F∞L (γ ))Q1

(√
2
K ,
√
2(K+1)

ηρ

√
�E
RR

)
γ+1

dγ
)
(27)

where F∞L (γ ) and L(γ̄L, ¯γE1) are given as shown at the
bottom of the page.

Proof: The proof is provided in appendix C. �

A. HIGH SNR SLOPE AND POWER OFFSET
To gain a better insight into the behaviour of the average
secrecy capacity at high SNR,we evaluate the high SNR slope
and the power offset of the system (given in bits/s/Hz) as
follows [46]

S∞ = lim
γP→∞

ASC
log2(γP)

(30)

L∞ = lim
γP→∞

(
log2(γP)−

ASC
S∞

)
(31)

due to the intricacy of (27), we provide a numerical analysis
of S∞ and L∞ in Table 2 on the next section.

COP = 1−
∞∑
n=0

∞∑
m=0

 e
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(17)
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F∞L (γ ) =
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L(γ̄L, ¯γE1) =
∫ 1−θ

θ

0
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VI. CONFIDENTIAL THROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION
Herein, we consider the case where the codeword transmis-
sion rate,R, and the confidential information rate,Rs, can be
adaptively chosen according to the instantaneous SNR esti-
mated at the destination. Thus, the confidential throughput
can be expressed as [47]:

T = Rs(1− COP). (32)

Therefore, we aim to find the optimal values for the
PS ratio ρ, the jamming power allocation ratio θ , and the rate
parameters that maximize the throughput subjected to maxi-
mum constraint secrecy, ε. Hence, the optimization problem
can be formulated as

max
Rs,R,ρ,θ

T

s.t. SOP∞ < ε, R ≥ Rs, 0 < ρ < 1, 0 < θ < 1. (33)

The optimal parameters in (33) cannot be obtained analyt-
ically due to the intricacy of the expressions in (17) and (23).
Alternatively, we propose using the Particle Swarm Opti-
mization (PSO) method, which is shown in Algorithm 1.
PSO is a learning technique based on the social behavior of
bird flocking or fish schooling that is part of the evolutionary
computing methods focused on the biological form of evo-
lution [48]. Also, PSO is robust for multidimensionality and
non-linearity optimization problems, easy to implement, has
fewer parameters to adjust if compared to similar optimiza-
tion techniques, and it can converge to the optimal solution in
most cases [49].

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the analytical expressions derived in
Section IV are evaluated through some representative sample
cases and validated via Monte Carlo simulations. For all
analytical results, we have considered N = 200 and8 = 50.
Unless specified otherwise, the rest of parameters are set as
follows: i) path-loss exponent ϕ = 4; ii) target secrecy rate
Rs = 1 bps/Hz; iii) EH conversion efficiency factor η = 1;
iv) transmit SNR γP = 45 dB; v) average channel gains at
the S-R, R-D, and R-E links �i = 20 dB, i ∈ {SR,RD,RE},
and vi) average channel gains at the RSI link after passive
and active interference cancellation, �E

RR = 0 dB and
�I

RR = −30 dB, respectively. Moreover, for the optimization
parameters in Algorithm 1, we have considered the following
values: i ) 20 for the number of iterations, ii) 800 for the
population size, iii) 1 for the weighting coefficient for local
and global best positions, and iv) 2 for the inertia weight.
It is worth mentioning that the previously established val-
ues enhance our optimization problem’s convergence speed.
In table 1, we present a performance comparison between
the PSO algorithm against built-in routines, namely,

Algorithm 1 PSO Algorithm
1: function PSO
2: of← Eq. (17)
3: asympt← Eq. (23)
4: iterations← #iterations
5: p← #population F Population size
6: c1← c− init FWeighting coeff. for local best pos.
7: c2← c− init FWeighting coeff. for global best pos.
8: w← wvalue F Inertia weight
9: xmin← [Rsmin Rmin ρmin θmin] FMin values
10: xmax← [Rsmax Rmax ρmax θmax] FMax values
11: D← length(xmin) F Set Dimension size
12: for i← 1 to p do
13: for j← 1 to D do F Initial Position
14: x(i,j)← (xmax(j)-xmin(j))∗rand()+xmin(j)
15: end for
16: if asympt(i) > ε or x(i,1) > x(i,2) then
17: penalty← penvalue
18: end if
19: of(i)← of(i) + penalty
20: if fbest < of(i) then
21: fbest← of(i)
22: xbest← x(i)
23: end if
24: xp← x
25: for j← 1 to iterations do
26: v← w∗v+c1∗rand(p,D)∗(xp−x)+c2∗rand(p,D)

∗(xbest-x)
27: x← x + v
28: for l← 1 to D do
29: if x(i,l)<xmin(l) then x(i,l)← xmin(l)
30: else if x(i,l)>xmax(l) then x(i,l)← xmax(l)
31: end if
32: if fbest < of(i) then
33: fbest← of(i)
34: xbest(l)← x(i,l)
35: end if
36: end for
37: w← w∗0.70
38: end for
39: end for
40: return fbest, xbest
41: end function

NMaximize, NMinimize, and FindMaximum,4 which are
available in widely-used mathematical software packages
such as Wolfram Mathematica. Notice that, as the num-
ber of iterations increases, the numerical routines become
more computationally demanding. Also, for the formulated
optimization problem, the considered built-in routines fail
to converge to a solution, mainly because the optimization
methods used by these routines may not improve in every
iteration, and the convergence is evaluated solely after a large
number of iterations [50]. However, the PSO algorithm is
capable of reaching a maximum solution with few iterations.

Fig. 4 illustrates the SOP versus transmit SNR γP, for
different K -factor values at the RSI link, with PS ratio
ρ = 0.4 and 0.8. We corroborate our analytical expressions
via Monte Carlo simulations. It can be observed that our

4Among the methods implemented by the built-in routines of Wolfram
Mathematica, we can cite the Nelder Mead; differential evolution; simulated
annealing or the random search method for theNMaximize andNMinimize
functions. Meanwhile, the FindMaximum function includes simpler meth-
ods such as the conjugate gradient, the LevenbergMarquardt and the interior-
point method [50].
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TABLE 1. Numerical optimization comparison.

FIGURE 4. SOP vs transmit SNR for FD and HD relaying modes with
different K -factor values at the RSI link and PS ratio ρ = 0.4,0.8.

approximation is very tight, and perfectlymatches the simula-
tion results from medium to high SNR. In this figure, we also
compare two relaying modes for the relay operation, namely,
FD andHDmodes. The HDmode analysis is provided only in
terms of simulation. Note that, for low-to-medium values of
the transmit SNR γP, the FD mode performance overcomes
that of the HD. However, at high SNR, the HD mode reaches
a better secrecy performance, independently of the amount
of power employed for the EH process (determined by the
PS ratio ρ). This behavior is expected since the system per-
formance exhibits a floor caused by the RSI at the high SNR
regime when the FD mode is employed. These results cor-
roborate our findings in Remark 3 concerning the asymptotic
analysis. Note also that employing more power for the ID
process (lower value of ρ) results in an improved performance
since the impact of the RSI at the relay is diminished. This
fact is because the transmit power at the relay decreases
as less amount of energy is harvested. Also, notice that a
stronger LoS component (higher value of K ) between the
relay’s antennas is beneficial for the system performance with
a lower value of ρ. In contrast, when more power is allocated
to the EH process (higher value of ρ), the system performance
presents an opposite behavior since more transmit power is
available at the relay from the EH process, as indicated by
the relationship between ρ and the Rician-distributed channel
gain gERR in (3).
In Fig. 5 we have considered a two-dimensional network

topology with S, D and E located at (0,0), (1,0) and (1,0.5),

FIGURE 5. SOP vs normalized distance, d , for different values of ρ and θ .

respectively. Moreover, the average channel gains of all wire-
less links are assumed to be determined by the path loss,
i.e., �i = d−ϕi , i ∈ (SR,RD,RE), where di is the distance
between two terminals. The SOP is illustrated as a function
of the normalized distance between S and R, d = dSR/dSD,
considering different combinations of ρ = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and
θ = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, with K = 5. Recall that, as pointed out in
Remark 2, to obtain the approximation in (20), the SINR at
the eavesdropper is independent of the channel gain at the link
R-E and observe that except for the scenario with ρ = 0.2 in
which the approximation derived in (20) slightly mismatches
the Monte Carlo simulation results, the expression is very
tight to the simulation curves. Notice that for ρ = 0.2,
the best relay position is closer to S as more energy can be
harvested on average to retransmit the information signal.
We can also observe that in the vicinity of S (�SR > �RD),
the amount of power allocated to the jamming signal does not
significantly impact the secrecy performance. This behavior
represents the best choice in terms of secrecy performance
among all the considered jamming ratios, implying that it
is better to allocate less energy to the EH process. On the
other hand, as more power is allocated for EH (higher value
of ρ), the normalized distance does not affect the secrecy
performance, since the relay is allowed to harvest enough
energy to recharge the batteries, independently of its relative
position. Regarding the jamming signal, it can be observed
that it is beneficial in terms of secrecy performance to con-
sider a higher jamming power allocation ratio to deteriorate
the eavesdropping channel without impact on the legitimate
channel as D can perfectly cancel the jamming signal.

Fig. 6 illustrates the SOP versus the power splitting ratio
for different combinations of the parameters at the RSI link
after passive interference cancellation, i.e., K and �E

RR. The
total average channel gain at the RSI link is equal to �RR =

�E
RR +�

I
RR = −30 dB. Also, we consider a jamming power

allocation ratio θ = 0.5. As can be seen in (3), the energy
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FIGURE 6. SOP vs power splitting ratio ρ for K = 0.1,10 and
�E

RR = −5,0,5 dB, with θ = 0.5.

available for transmission at R is related to ρ, K and �E
RR.

Therefore, even though the best performance for all curves
tends to be attained when ρ is smaller, a slight variation of
the other parameters may influence the performance. Note
that the best performance is achieved when there is a higher
RSI attenuation due to the antenna isolation and a stronger
LoS component. As stated in [11], the AIC is based on the
estimation of the self-interference wireless channel. With a
stronger LoS component, the wireless channel’s estimation
is only related to the LoS component. The attenuation of
that component gives most of the suppression achieved with
the AIC. However, for the given value of �RR, a weaker
LoS component implies more indirect paths between the
transmitter and receiver antennas, which indicates a worse
channel condition after the passive IC and less efficient miti-
gation of interference by the AIC process. On the other hand,
note that for higher values of ρ, the curves tends to have a
decrease in performance, with the exception of the scenario
with�E

RR = 5 dB and K = 10, which presents an increase in
performance for ρ > 0.4. This behaviour is expected since,
in this case, the AIC achieves a higher average suppression,
thus the estimation of the SI channel is improved.

Fig. 7 shows the SOP versus the jamming power allocation
ratio for different combinations of the parameters at the RSI
link after passive interference cancellation, i.e., K and �E

RR.
For this figure we also consider the total average channel gain

at the RSI link equal to �RR = �E
RR + �

I
RR = −30 dB,

and the power splitting ratio is set to ρ = 0.5. Note that
an improvement in the secrecy performance is attained as
more power is allocated to the jamming signal transmission.
Hence, as expected, there is a significant enhancement on the
secrecy performance of the system if R transmits a jamming
signal in comparison to when this technique is not employed.
We can also observe a significant performance improvement
when a higher SI attenuation is attained with passive inter-
ference cancellation, and a stronger direct path is available.

FIGURE 7. SOP vs jamming power allocation ratio θ for K = 0.1,10 and
�E

RR = −5,0,5 dB, with ρ = 0.5.

However, for higher values of average channel gain at the self-
energy recycling, the LoS component does not considerably
impact the system performance. Therefore, we can conclude
that the self-energy recycling channel’s characteristics play
a significant role in the secrecy performance. In this sense,
it is crucial to determine how the EH process’s power can
affect the quality of transmission in terms of secrecy and
improve the communication secrecy regardless of the amount
of power allocated to the jamming signal used to hinder the
eavesdropper.

Fig. 8 illustrates the SOP versus the average channel gain
of the self-energy recycling link, �E

RR, for distinct combina-
tions of K = 0.1, 5, 10 and �I

RR with ρ = 0.5 and θ = 0.5.
Note that a higher suppression of SI can notably increase the
secrecy performance, as expected. Also, it is observed that,
as the self-energy recycling average channel gain decreases,
the system performance exhibits a floor because the impact of
themitigation achieved with the antenna separation technique
reduces [12]. Similarly, with a better performance of the pas-
sive suppression, the active interference cancellation’s effec-
tiveness reduces [11]. On the other hand, as �E

RR increases,
the system reaches a critical point, where the transmit power
of R in (3) is maximum and, therefore, the secrecy perfor-
mance is highly affected. As previously stated in Fig. 6, after
that point, as the self-energy recycling causes a lower atten-
uation, PR decreases, and the average suppression achieved
with AIC is higher since, from that point, the estimation of
the SI channel is improved. Moreover, note that the power
level of the LoS component can severely impact the secrecy
performance. A weaker LoS component degrades the secrecy
performance for higher values of �E

RR (>8 dB) and does not
exhibit the same critical point as a stronger LoS component.

Fig. 9 illustrates the SOP as a function of the transmit SNR,
γP, for different values of saturation power level,Pmax , and
sensitivity power level, Pmin via Monte Carlo simulations.
Here, we compare the proposed linear EH model against
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FIGURE 8. SOP vs self-energy recycling average channel gain, �E
RR, for

different values of K = 0.1,5,10 and �I
RR, with ρ = 0.5 and θ = 0.5.

FIGURE 9. SOP vs transmit SNR for different values of Pmin and Pmax
with K = 5, θ = 0.5 and ρ = 0.4.

the non-linear counterpart. The system parameters are set to:
K = 5, θ = 0.5, and ρ = 0.4 From all curves, note that
for Pmax = 30 dBm and Pmin = −10 dBm, the non-linear
EH model overlaps those results obtained from the linear EH
model. On the other hand, knowing that: i) the sensibility
level of EH circuits is≈ −27 dBm [51], and ii) the saturation
level for EH circuits can support tens of milliWatts [52].
It can be observed that, under theses practical conditions,
the proposed energy harvesting model can follow a linear
model without incurring system performance penalties. Fur-
thermore, stringent constrains on the saturation level lead to
better performance for larger values of PR, but higher values
on the sensibility power level result in a faster convergence to
the performance floor, as expected.

In Fig. 10 and Table 2, we evaluate the average secrecy
capacity in terms of the system’s transmit SNR. For the

FIGURE 10. ASC vs Transmit SNR, γP , for different values of
θ = 0.2,0.5,0.8, with ρ = 0.4 and K = 5.

TABLE 2. Numerical high-snr slope and power offset.

summations in (27) and (28), the values of n = 180,
m = 12 and z = 12 provide an adequate fit. Furthermore,
we also considered ρ = 0.4 and K = 5. From Fig. 10 and as
previously stated for Fig. 7, it can be observed that increasing
the amount of power allocated to the jamming signal highly
improves the secrecy performance, as expected. Moreover,
note that, similar to Fig. 4, the system performance exhibits
a floor at the high SNR regime caused by the RSI. Thus, the
high-SNR slope for this system equals 0.

To provide a more descriptive analysis in terms of S∞
and L∞, for Table. 2 we have considered γP = 40, 60, 80,
100 and 300 dB and θ = 0.5. Note that, as observed in
(UM, Fig. 8), the floor observed at high-SNR indicates that
the S∞→ 0. On the other hand, for the power offset analysis,
it can be easily seen that given the definition in (31) and the
attained values for S∞, L∞ is zero.
In the following figures, the effect of the power splitting

ratio ρ, jamming power allocation ratio θ , target rate R,
and target secrecy rate Rs on the confidential throughput is
illustrated. More specifically, Fig. 11 illustrates the effect of
the power splitting ratio ρ and jamming power allocation
ratio θ on the system throughput without considering the SOP
constraint of the optimization problem in (33). We assume
thatRs = R = 1 bps/Hz. As previously observed, the system
has an increase in secrecy performance when less power is
used for the EH process. On the other hand, the amount of
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FIGURE 11. Throughput vs ρ, θ with Rs =R = 1 bps/Hz.

FIGURE 12. Throughput vs target secrecy rate, Rs with K = 5 and ε = 0.1.

power allocated to the jamming signal does not impact the
throughput given in (32).

In Fig. 12, the confidential throughput versus the secrecy
rate Rs is analyzed. We consider that Rs = R, K =

5 and ε = 0.1. Note that the optimization of the parameters
allows the system to achieve higher rates, thus increasing
the throughput. Moreover, even considering the SOP con-
straint in the analysis, similarly as in Fig. 11, θ does not
impact the performance with smaller values of Rs. How-
ever, the optimization shows that when the secrecy rate is
greater than 8, the optimal throughput is achievable only if
a significant amount of jamming is used to guarantee the
security (θ ∼ 0.7). On the other hand, ρ notably impacts
the maximum throughput achieved. As Rs increases, the
optimal power splitting ratio obtainedwith the PSO algorithm
decreases. The best throughput attained (T ∼ 11.35) has
a target secrecy rate of Rs = 12 and ρ ∼ 0.0055. Based
on [51], it still represents a practical scenario since the EH
receiver sensitively is close to -27 dBm.

Fig 13 shows the confidential throughput T versus the SOP
constraint ε with K = 5. The attained optimal results are

FIGURE 13. Throughput vs secrecy constraint, ε with K = 5.

compared with scenarios with fixed parameters, and regard-
less of the secrecy constraint, those results still achieve bet-
ter performance. Unlike previous figures, we consider that
Rs ≥ R. Note that, for Rs = 2R, a significant increase
in performance is obtained. Also, note that considering more
flexible parameters, as the average channel gain at the RSI
link after AIC on R, it is possible to increase the performance.
However, it is necessary to allocate more power to the EH
process (ρ ∼ 0.2) to achieve the maximum throughput.
Moreover, the secrecy constraint considerably impacts per-
formance. With a less restricted secrecy constraint ε, the
system can attain higher optimal throughput values. On the
other hand, to ensure higher security (e.g., ε = 0.001),
it is necessary to allocate more power to the jamming signal
(θ ∼ 0.8) to obtain the maximal throughput.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated the performance of a dual-hop FD-DF
relaying network, in which the relay has energy constraints
in terms of the secrecy outage probability and the maxi-
mal confidential throughput. A PS-based SWIPT technique
was used to provide the relay with energy. In order to
render the communication between source and destination
secure, it was considered that the relay could use a fraction
of its transmit power to send a jamming signal, which is
intended to degrade the eavesdropper’s channel. The des-
tination was assumed to have full knowledge of the jam-
ming signal so that it can entirely cancel it. A closed-form
approximation expression for the secrecy outage probability
was derived. Such expression proved to be very tight to
the Monte Carlo simulation at medium-to-high SNR. The
results showed that the self-energy recycling average channel
gain highly impacts the secrecy performance. Depending on
channel conditions, the amount of power allocated to the
EH process can be optimized. It is possible to improve
the secrecy performance regardless of how much power is
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allocated to the jamming signal during the transmission.
Moreover, the LoS component acts as a critical parame-
ter that affects the secrecy performance. A stronger LoS
component significantly improves the system’s security as
long as less power is allocated to the EH process. However,
as more energy is used to charge the batteries at the relay,
a higher K -factor does not impact the performance. We also
used heuristic optimization to maximize the confidential
throughput by employing a PSO algorithm, showing that the
maximum confidential throughput is achieved with lower
ρ values. Also, numerical results showed that the power split-
ting ratio significantly impacted the system performance than
the jamming power allocation ratio. However, by increasing
the secrecy rate allowed for transmission and considering
lower secrecy constraints, the optimization analysis showed
that the amount of power allocated to the jamming signal
becomes an important parameter, and it should be higher to
ensure that the optimal throughput is achieved.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
By replacing (7) and (8) into (14), 2 can be rewritten as

2 = Pr

(
γP(1−ρ)gSR

(
1−ηρgERR

)
γPη(1−ρ)ρgIRRgSR−ηρg

E
RR+1

> τ,

(1−θ) (γPηρgSRgRD)

1−ηρgERR
> τ

)
,

= Pr

(
gRD>

τ (1−ηρgERR)

(1− θ )γPηρgSR
, gERR<

1
ηρ
,

gSRγP>
τ

1−ρ

∣∣∣∣gIRR<α)(gIRR<α) . (34)

where α =
(
ηρgERR−1

)
(γP(ρ−1)gSR+τ)

γPη(1−ρ)ρτgSR
. Regarding the RVs of

the system previously described in Definition II, 2 can be
obtained as

2=

∫ 1
ηρ

0

∫ τ
γP−γPρ

0

∫
∞

τ (1−ηρz)
(1−θ)γPηρy

FgIRR
(α)fgRD (x)fgSR(y)

×fgERR
(z)dxdydz,

=

∫ 1
ηρ

0

∫ τ
γP−γPρ

0
−
e

(
−
(K+1)z
�ERR
−

y
�SR
−K+ τ(ηρz−1)

(1−θ )γPηρy�RD

)
(K+1)

�E
RR�SR

×I0

(
2

√
K(K+1)z

�E
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)e
(
(ηρz−1)(γP(ρ−1)y+τ)

γPη(ρ−1)ρτ�
I
RRy

)
−1

 dydz.

(35)

To facilitate the analysis in terms of y, (35) is split into two
integrals. Furthermore, by using the expansion of the expo-
nential function [39, Eq. 1.211.1], (35) can be expressed as

21 =

∞∑
m=0

∫ 1
ηρ

0

∫ τ
γP−γPρ

0

e
−

(K+1)z
�ERR
−

z
�SR
−K (

τ(ηρz−1)
(1−θ )γPηρz�RD

)
m

m!�E
RR�SR

×(K+1)I0

(
2

√
K (K+1)z

�E
RR

)
dydz,

=

∞∑
m=0

∫ 1
ηρ

0

e
−
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�ERR
−K
0
(
1−m, τ
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)
(K+1)

m!�E
RR

(
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τ

)
m

× (ηρz−1) mI0

(
2

√
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�E
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)
dz. (36)

22 =

∞∑
m=0
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)
m
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RR�SR

×e
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y
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dydz,

=
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0
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I
RR+(1−θ )�RD

)
(1−θ)γPη(ρ−1)ρ�I

RRy�RD

)
m

e
−

(
ηρz−1

ηρτ�IRR

)
e

(
(K+1)z+K�ERR

�ERR

)
m!�E
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×(K+1)0
(
1−m,

τ

(γP − γPρ)�SR

)
×I0

(
2

√
K(K+1)z

�E
RR

)
dz. (37)

Finally, by considering the series expansion of the Bessel
Function [39, Eq. 8.447.1] in (36) and (37) and by adding
2 = 21 +22, (17) can be achieved.

APPENDIX B
Proof OF PROPOSITION 2
For the proposed system, the SOP can be formulated as (19)

SOP = Pr
(

1+min{γR, γD}
1+min{γR, γRE}

<τs

)
= Pr

(
1+min{γR, γD} − τs

τs
<min{γR, γRE}

)
= Pr

(
1+min{γR, γD}

τs
<γR+1,

1+min{γR, γD}
τs

<γRE+1
)
. (38)

Next, the SOP can be further split into two probability terms
regarding the valid cases of γR and γD. Therefore, (38) can
be rewritten as

SOP = Pr (1+γR<τsγR+τs, 1+γR<τsγRE+τs|γR < γD)

×Pr(γR<γD)+Pr (1+γD<τsγR+τs,

1+γD<τsγRE+τs|γR>γD)Pr(γR>γD)

= Pr (γR>0, γR<τsγRE+τs − 1, γD > 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1

+Pr (γR>−1+ τs + τsγRE, γD<τsγRE+τs − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2

.

(39)
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A closed form approximation for the terms I1 and I2, which is
accurate from medium-to-high SNR regime can be obtained
by approximating the SINR γRE given in (9) when γP →∞
to γRE ≈ (1−θ)/θ . Furthermore, I1 and I2 can be reorganized
and further derived as showing next. Firstly, by replacing (7)
and (8) as well as the approximate form of (9) into (39),
we get

I1 ≈ Pr

(
(1−θ ) (γPηρgSRgRD)

1−ηρgERR
> 0,

0 <
γP(1−ρ)gSR

(
1−ηρgERR

)
γPη(1−ρ)ρgIRRgSR− ηρg

E
RR+1

<
(1−θ )τs

θ
+τs−1

)
(40)

I2 ≈ Pr

(
(1− θ )τs

θ
+ τs − 1 >

(1−θ ) (γPηρgSRgRD)

1−ηρgERR
> 0,
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(
1−ηρgERR

)
γPη(1−ρ)ρgIRRgSR− ηρg

E
RR+1

>
(1−θ )τs

θ
+τs−1

)
.

(41)

Then, by solving I1 in terms of the RVs of the system, it can be
splitted into two probability terms regarding the valid regions
of gIRR and re-expressed as

I1≈ Pr
(
gERR<

1
ηρ
, gSR>β, gRD>0

∣∣∣∣gIRR>σ)Pr
(
gIRR>σ

)
+Pr

(
gERR<

1
ηρ
, gSR≤β, gRD>0

∣∣∣∣gIRR>0
)

×Pr
(
gIRR>0

)
≈ Pr

(
gERR<

1
ηρ
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)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I1,a

+Pr
(
gERR<

1
ηρ
, gSR≤β, gRD>0, gIRR>0

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I1,b

, (42)

where β = θ−τs
γPθρ−γPθ

, and σ =
(
ηρgERR−1

)
(γPθ(ρ−1)gSR−θ+τs)

γPη(ρ−1)ρgSR(θ−τs)
.

Similarly, I2 can be rearranged as

I2≈ Pr
(
gRD<

(θ−τs)
(
ηρgERR − 1

)
γPη(1−θ )θρgSR

, gERR<
1
ηρ
,

gSR>βgIRR≤σ
)
Pr(gIRR≤σ )

≈ Pr
(
gRD<

(θ−τs)
(
ηρgERR − 1

)
γPη(1−θ)θρgSR

, gERR<
1
ηρ
,

gSR>β, gIRR≤σ
)
. (43)

Thus, considering the PDFs andCDF of the RVs of the system
previously described in Definition II, the probability I1,a can
be obtained as

I1,a=
∫ 1

ηρ

0

∫ β

0

∫
∞

0
(1−FgIRR

(σ ))fgRD (x)fgSR (y)fgERR
(z)dxdydz

=
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ηρ

0

∫ β

0

e
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y
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2
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�E
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)
dydz, (44)

Due to the difficult tractability of (44), a good approximation,
accurate from medium-to-high SNR regime can be obtained
by applying limγP→∞ σ . Then, I1,a can be approximated by

I1,a ≈
∫ 1

ηρ

0

∫ β

0

e
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1
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(
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�E
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)
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(45)

Next, by considering the series expansion of the Bessel func-
tion in (45), as given in [39, Eq. 8.447.1], I1,a can bewritten as

I1,a ≈
∞∑
n=0

e−KK n

(n!)2
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θ�E
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Similarly, I1,b can be obtained as

I1,b=
∫ 1

ηρ

0

∫
∞

0

∫
∞

0
FgSR (β)fgRD (x)fgIRR
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1−e
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γPθ�SR−γPθρ�SR

)
. (47)

Therefore, by adding the terms I1 ≈ I1,a + I1,b and mak-
ing some simplifications, (21) can be achieved. In addition,
by following the same reasoning, the probability I2 can be
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expressed as

I2=
∫ 1
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Using the Maclaurin expression for the exponencial func-
tion [39, Eq. 0.318.2], we have that eλ ' 1 + λ for small λ.

Applying this into the term e
(θ−τs)(ηρz−1)
γPη(1−θ )θρy a closed-form approx-

imation for the integral (48) can be obtained. Additionally,
(48) is split in two integrals in order to analyze it in terms of
y variable, so we have
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Using the series representation of the exponential func-
tion [39, Eq. 1.211.1], (50) can be rewritten as
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Finally, by again considering the series expansion of the
Bessel function in (49) and (51), and by adding I2 ≈ I2,a +
I2,b, (22) can be obtained.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
Given the definition of the end-to-end SINR at the legitimate
receiver presented in Section II. We can express the CDF of
γL as

FL(γ ) = Pr(min(γR, γD)<γ ) ,

= Pr(γR<γ |γD>0)Pr(γD>0)

+Pr(γR>γ |γD<γ )Pr(γD<γ ),

= Pr(γR<γ, γD>0)+Pr(γR>γ, γD<γ ) , (52)

By considering the high SNR regime on the received SINR
expressions given in (7), FL can be rewritten as

F∞L (γ )= Pr
(
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1−ηρgERR
ηργ

, gERR<
1
ηρ
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)
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)
, (53)

In terms of the RVs of the system, F∞L (γ ) can be splitted into
two parts, F∞L1(γ ) and F

∞

L2(γ ), as
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After some mathematical manipulations, F∞L2(γ ) can be
rewritten as [39, Eq. 3.961.1]
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=
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By considering gERR =
1−exp(−x)

ηρ
and applying the correct

modifications on (54) and (56), we can obtain (28) resort-
ing to the Gauss-Laguerre quadrature method [53, 25.4.45].
In the same way, we can obtain C̄L by resorting to the
Gauss-Laguerre quadrature method again as

C̄L=
1
ln 2

∫
∞

0

1− FγL(γ )
1+ γ

dγ,

=
1
ln 2

 n∑
γ=1

eγ

1+γ
+

m∑
γ=1

eγ

1+γ
F∞L (γ )

 . (57)

Following a similar approach to derive (28), the CDF at the
high SNR regime of γE can be expressed as

F∞E (γ ) =


Pr
(
gIRR>

1−ηρgERR
ηργ

, gERR<
1
ηρ

)
, γ < 1−θ

θ
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(
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θ

(58)

=
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θ

1−Q1
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K
,

√
2
√

K+1
�ERR

ηρ

 , γ > 1−θ
θ

(59)

Therefore, applying the series expansion of the Bessel Func-
tion [39, Eq. 8.447.1] on the first case of F∞E (γ ) and given
the definition of L(γ̄L, γ̄E), (29) can be obtained.
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